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Introduction

A 3D geographic information system (GIS) can be used to 

create a realistic simulation of a project, environment, or critical 

situation. Analyzing the third dimension opens a new level of 

understanding of our world, helping people to plan and prepare 

for the future.

•	 City planners and developers can visualize the impact of 

proposed projects and share insights with community 

stakeholders.

•	 Mining professionals and geoscientists can examine 

subsurface structures and calculate volumes.

•	 Facility managers can create and maintain building, 

infrastructure, and utility networks.

•	 Civil engineers can perform line-of-sight and shadow analyses 

for buildings, cell towers, and utility infrastructure.

•	 Police and security personnel can gain complete situational 

awareness.

•	 Military personnel can perform realistic mission and flight 

path analyses of potential threats.
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What Is GIS?

Making decisions based on geography is basic to human thinking. 

Where shall we go, what will it be like, and what shall we do 

when we get there are applied to the simple event of going to 

the store or to the major event of launching a bathysphere into 

the ocean's depths. By understanding geography and people's 

relationship to location, we can make informed decisions about 

the way we live on our planet. A GIS is a technological tool for 

comprehending geography and making intelligent decisions.

GIS organizes geographic data so that a person reading a 

map can select data necessary for a specific project or task. A 

thematic map has a table of contents that allows the reader to 

add layers of information to a basemap of real-world locations. 

For example, a social analyst might use the basemap of Eugene, 

Oregon, and select datasets from the US Census Bureau to add 

data layers to a map that shows residents' education levels, ages, 

and employment status. With an ability to combine a variety of 

datasets in an infinite number of ways, GIS is a useful tool for 

nearly every field of knowledge from archaeology to zoology.

A good GIS program is able to process geographic data from 

a variety of sources and integrate it into a map project. Many 

countries have an abundance of geographic data for analysis, and 

governments often make GIS datasets publicly available. Map 

file databases often come included with GIS packages; others 

can be obtained from both commercial vendors and government 

agencies. Some data is gathered in the field by global positioning 

units that attach a location coordinate (latitude and longitude) to 

a feature such as a pump station.

GIS maps are interactive. On the computer screen, map users can 

scan a GIS map in any direction, zoom in or out, and change the 

nature of the information contained in the map. They can choose 

whether to see the roads, how many roads to see, and how roads 

should be depicted. Then they can select what other items they 

wish to view alongside these roads such as storm drains, gas 

lines, rare plants, or hospitals. Some GIS programs are designed 

to perform sophisticated calculations for tracking storms or 

predicting erosion patterns. GIS applications can be embedded 

into common activities such as verifying an address.

From routinely performing work-related tasks to scientifically 

exploring the complexities of our world, GIS gives people the 

geographic advantage to become more productive, more aware, 

and more responsive citizens of planet Earth.
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3D Modeling Shows Off Elevated Rail System Landscape
Honolulu Uses Geodesign to Build Case for Rail Corridor

Highlights

•	 Three core models were needed for the rail corridor 

geodesign process—walkability, urban growth, and 

densification.

•	 Esri CityEngine was used to improve the model by creating 

3D geometry and applying textures.

•	 Through imaging and 3D software, holograms provided 

unique views for stakeholders and the public.

Being on island time conveys the aura that everything is as 

peaceful and slow traveling as an islander in paradise. In 

Honolulu, the islanders can boast they do travel slowly through 

their paradise, but maybe not so peacefully on their roadways, 

since Honolulu has claimed the top spot as the worst US city 

for traffic. Compounding the problem, citizens have moved to 

suburban areas in search of affordable housing, creating urban 

sprawl, which increases traffic demand when traveling to urban 

centers for work.

For Honolulu, the effects of urban sprawl go beyond increased 

traffic demand and have negative impacts, such as environmental 

pollution, natural habitat reduction, loss of agricultural land, and 

even decline in human health and well-being. In an effort to help 

alleviate some of the traffic pressure on its roadways, the City 

and County of Honolulu have approved and begun construction 

of an elevated rail system connecting East Kapolei to Ala Moana 

Center. Not only will the new railway change the way citizens 

and tourists will travel through Honolulu, but the planning and 

development surrounding the rail corridor will be redefined 

through what is known as transit-oriented development (TOD).

The City of Honolulu, shown here in CityEngine, shows the elevation 
levels of the downtown corridor, as well as the proposed transit-oriented 
development, giving citizens and planners a dynamic view of potential 
changes to the city.
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Planners look to TOD as a common solution to accommodate 

future population growth, control urban sprawl, and decrease 

traffic demands on communities through the use of dense, 

mixed-use housing placed near transit. This creates mass-transit 

and walkable access to retail and amenities. This paradigm 

shift to TOD planned communities with medium- to high-rise 

development and a new feature in the landscape, the elevated 

rail system, can and has been met with opposition by some 

community members. Part of the planners' role is to persuade 

the citizens of the benefits of TOD for their community through 

a collaborative planning process where they share information 

and ideas about the development. The planners must tell the 

story of the future of the community from both sides of the coin. 

To do so, planners and consultants are using more sophisticated 

visualization tools, which can be very effective at shifting the 

attitudes about new and different development in this island 

paradise.

To tell the story of TOD, the City and County of Honolulu 

turned to GIS as a primary tool within the process. The city GIS 

department embraced and applied the concept of geodesign—

that is, incorporating geographic knowledge into design—to 

more effectively analyze, compare, and visualize different 

scenarios of TOD for the key communities affected by the new 

development. To build the case for TOD, the GIS team needed to 

support the planners' goals to share with the public who would 

have safe access to rail; how changes to the zoning would visually 

redefine their community; and how the TOD would positively 

affect the community and region, preventing future urban sprawl.

The team identified three core models that would be needed 

for the TOD geodesign process: walkability, urban growth, and 

densification models. As with any new GIS project undertaking, 

the GIS department first determined data resources needed to 

support the analysis and whether these datasets were available 

or needed to be developed. Most of the core data, such as roads, 

zoning, and buildings, was available in the rich geodatabase that 

Honolulu has been developing for years. Since visualization is a 

key component of geodesign and a powerful tool for persuasive 

Preparing this model for hologram printing and display is as simple as 
adding textures, saving the project, and loading the model into ArcGIS for 
use with the Zebra Imaging plug-in.

http://www.esri.com/technology-topics/geodesign
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planning support, a 3D model of the physical environment would 

be needed for the transit corridor. Honolulu had a good start 

to the city model with 3D geometries for the downtown area, 

including key landmark buildings with textures.

However, the model was not complete and needed to be 

enhanced in areas, since more than 3,000 buildings were 

without textures and some were mere footprints. The team 

used Esri CityEngine to improve the model by creating 3D 

geometry and applying textures based on a custom set of rules. 

Honolulu wanted to simulate the true look and feel of the city 

and accomplished this by collecting photos of real facades that 

were used to create a custom set of textures. These textures 

were applied based on the rules, instantly painting the remaining 

buildings. Rules were further applied to create 3D geometries by 

converting simple building footprints into complex structures with 

textures. The last component was the addition of the proposed 

evaluated rail, which was added from the existing engineering 

drawings, completing the 3D urban model of Honolulu.

The next step in the geodesign process was to analyze the 

effectiveness of a TOD and create alternative scenarios used 

by the planners to convey the benefits of TOD for a given 

community and the region. Utilizing the ArcGIS 3D Analyst 

and ArcGIS Spatial Analyst extensions and ModelBuilder, the 

GIS team developed reusable walkability, urban growth, and 

densification models in which data was run against changing 

variables to create different scenarios. A key factor of TOD is 

to provide the acceptable and safe walking or biking distance 

to a transit stop. The walkability model used Spatial Analyst 

geoprocessing tools to determine the travel distance from 

residences or work to a transit station.

From this analysis, stakeholders or citizens could determine the 

viability of transit for their use. Since the acceptance of TOD in 

a community must be more convincing than just ridership, the 

planners must convince members of the public that TOD will 

benefit Honolulu's future whether they utilize the rail or not. The 

GIS team supported the planners by creating scenarios based on 

the projected future with TOD and without. The TOD plans for 

each station were run against the urban growth and densification 

models using Spatial Analyst and 3D Analyst to perform the 

analysis.

Using CityEngine, the rules for creating 3D geometries and 

texture were applied to the resultant analysis, and new models 

were generated representing proposed build-out of the future 

with TOD. The 3D model showed urban growth concentration 

around stations with low- to medium-density buildings and 

ample undeveloped land. The same models were run against 

the existing zoning with no TOD, resulting in a sea of houses, 

showing a stark comparison of Honolulu's landscape in the 

future as urban sprawl. An incentive of geodesign for planners 

is to equip them with analytic outcomes that could be used 

to persuade the stakeholders and public that TOD will have a 

positive impact on the community. Honolulu approached the 

http://www.esri.com/software/cityengine
http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/extensions/3danalyst
http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/extensions/spatialanalyst
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community engagement with unique visualization technologies, 

which included 3D holograms and simple web views of TOD 

scenarios. The GIS team worked with Zebra Imaging, a leading 

3D visualization company and Esri Partner (Austin, Texas), to 

create visually captivating, true 3D views of the analysis in 3D 

holographic images.

Through Zebra Imaging software, ArcGIS 3D Analyst, and Esri 

CityEngine, the holograms were sourced directly from the 

exports of 3D GIS data models representing TOD and rendered 

to capture thousands of unique 3D views. The 3D views of the 

GIS were used to create a holographic grating that is recorded 

on film with lasers. When illuminated with an appropriate light 

source, what looks to be a flat piece of plastic reveals a 3D, full-

parallax, color image reflected above the film's surface.

(This article originally appeared in the Spring 2013 issue of ArcNews.)
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Subsurface Utility Data Modeled in 3D
Underground Visualization of Utilities at Green Square Complex in Raleigh, North Carolina

Highlights

•	 ArcGIS was used to create the underground 3D environment.

•	 Once utility pipe horizontal and vertical elevation values were 

determined, the Green Square Complex 3D Utility Inventory 

was rendered.

•	 With advanced utility mapping using GIS and 3D GIS 

modeling, facility managers developed a utility inventory atlas.

The Green Square Complex—located in the heart of Raleigh, 

North Carolina's capital city—is a two-block, multiuse sustainable 

development project that is now home to North Carolina's state 

environmental offices and the new Nature Research Center. The 

complex includes two beautifully designed "green" buildings 

that integrate the gold standard of sustainable design strategies, 

costing less to operate and maintain by incorporating energy- 

and water-efficiency techniques. The Green Square Complex 

was built in conjunction with the Department of the Environment 

and Natural Resources (DENR) and the North Carolina Museum 

of Natural Sciences to enable those organizations to lead by 

example in promoting stewardship and the Leadership in Energy 

and Environmental Design (LEED) Gold Standard.

The new DENR office is a five-story building and connects 

via a one-level bridge over McDowell Street to the remaining 

DENR offices in the adjacent block. The second building in the 

Green Square Complex is the Nature Research Center, which 

will connect to the existing North Carolina Museum of Natural 

Sciences on the opposite side of the complex via a two-story 

bridge over Salisbury Street. The research center was built 

for scientists to conduct their research while visitors from the 

neighboring museum observe science in action. Its most unique The Green Square Complex in Raleigh, North Carolina.
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design feature is a 50-foot globe of the earth called The Daily 

Planet.

Project Evolution

In spring 2008, planning for the construction of the new buildings 

and a parking garage on the Green Square Complex began. The 

civil and structural engineers needed critical depth information 

regarding the location of the existing above- and belowground 

utility infrastructure in the roadway around the block. Following 

a review of engineering firms, the project engineers contracted 

with Esri Partner McKim & Creed's Subsurface Utility Engineering 

(SUE) team (Raleigh, North Carolina) to provide the detailed 

underground utility mapping. By using SUE-quality level A 

locating services (the highest level of accuracy), which uses 

nondestructive pneumatic vacuum excavation to expose 

subsurface utilities, data regarding the precise vertical and 

horizontal pipe diameter and type of utility was collected for 

accurate planning for the construction of the project. While the 

standard delivery method for this sort of information is typically 

a CAD or MicroStation drawing file, with so much exact data and 

information collected, the team created a GIS geodatabase to 

house the information.

Advanced Utility Mapping

To protect the foundation of the existing Old Education 

Building (built in 1938) located on the Green Square Complex 

block required the stabilization of the soil in a pit dug around 

the perimeter where the two new buildings needed to be 

constructed. A technique called soil nailing or pinning was 

employed to shore the soil slope and prevent landslides by 

inserting steel reinforcement bars into the soil and anchoring 

them to the soil strata in a pit roughly 40–50 feet deep. The 

construction process starts by drilling holes for the steel bar 

and grouting the nails into the soil to create a composite mass. Underground utilities beneath McDowell Street in downtown Raleigh, 
North Carolina.
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Precise SUE data was used for determining the drilling location so 

the nails would not be bored into the utilities. Since the SUE team 

collected 139 test hole locations (pneumatic vacuum excavated) 

on the utilities, a true-to-life, three-dimensional model was 

created of the underand aboveground features around the Green 

Square Complex to assist in determining the nail locations.

Using ArcGIS (ArcScene with the 3D Analyst extension) to 

create the 3D environment, a triangular irregular network was 

generated from the survey contours to establish the ground 

surface elevation. The building corners were surveyed and the 

footprints extruded as a multipatch feature class. An existing 3D 

building model (downloaded from the Trimble 3D Warehouse) 

on the Green Square Complex block was imported to replace 

one of the existing buildings. The utility pipe geometry was 

given the correct elevation values based on the test hole data. 

Once all the data was spatially correct horizontally and vertically, 

the Green Square Complex 3D Utility Inventory was ready for 

rendering. Many of the point features are imported from the file 

model components, such as the sanitary sewer manhole covers, 

the concrete underground storm water drains, and the power 

and telephone utility poles. The pipes are 3D simple line tube 

symbols color coded per specific utility system (blue for water, 

red for electric, green for sewer, orange for telephone/fiber 

optics, yellow for gas, and purple for storm water).

When the existing pipes were removed and/or new ones added 

during the Green Square Complex construction phase, the 

information was captured for easy updates to the utility inventory 

atlas that the city maintains, thereby taking the SUE data to a 

higher level.

(This article originally appeared in the Spring 2013 issue of ArcNews.)

http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/extensions/3danalyst
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The City of Québec Models a 
Bright Future with 3D GIS

Highlights

•	 Using ArcGIS 3D Analyst, 3D elements from internal and 

external sources were integrated for a proposed tramway 

project.

•	 Visualization in 3D during public consultations informed 

neighborhood residents of impacts.

•	 Being able to rotate 3D models helps to gain buy-in from 

stakeholders.

The City of Québec is the second largest municipal in the 

province of Québec, Canada, and continues to grow; its 

population jumped a remarkable 5.2 percent between 2006 

and 2011. The city is also unusually dense, with a population 

density of 1,137.7 people per square kilometer as compared to an 

average of 5.8 for the province as a whole.

Accordingly, city planners are tasked with a complex balancing 

act that involves developing infrastructure to support continued 

growth, protecting historical architecture, and promoting a 

healthy environment. In response, the City of Québec leveraged 

3D technology to develop a complete and accurate view of its 

urban ecosystem. The city uses 3D tools to model risk, assess 

the impact of proposed new construction, and intelligently plan 

and design infrastructure that benefits both residents and the 

surrounding environment.

Modeling in 3D provides the city with an indispensable communication 
tool because it allows anyone to realistically view the impact of proposed 
construction.
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Planning a City in 3D

In 1994, the City of Québec created the basis of a 3D city 

model using 2D footprints and photogrammetry. Fifteen years 

later, the city recognized a need for something more. Steeve 

Guillemette, the city's information systems manager, explains, 

"Only the GIS technician could access and manipulate our data 

models. This made it difficult for city planners, architects, and 

other stakeholders to retrieve and use the data they needed to 

complete their work."

To extend access to vital information, in 2010 the city 

consolidated all its data into a central ArcGIS for Server 

geodatabase. It leveraged ArcGIS 3D Analyst so that it could 

analyze 3D models in multiple ways. Through ArcGIS Explorer, 

the models were then made available to urban planners, 

environmental engineers, and building management staff online.

These models are frequently consulted to measure the impact 

of proposed construction on existing city assets. For example, 

shadow analysis enables city planners to measure the impact of 

proposed buildings on public swimming pools. If it is determined 

that a new building will cast a shadow that may negatively impact 

a public pool, the proposed development is relocated. To ensure 

safety, 3D models of proposed city buildings are also combined 

with a digital elevation model to measure the impact of new 

construction on flood risk, particularly within the city's flood-

prone areas.

Line-of-sight analysis is another key advantage of 3D modeling 

and is leveraged to ensure that proposed new developments will 

not impede the view of the famous Saint Lawrence River.

Says Guillemette, "3D models provide a perspective that is 

simply not possible with 2D. You can assess the visual impact of a 

proposed building from any angle, whether from the street, your 

house, or the waterfront."

Similarly, 3D models are used to maintain visual harmony 

between new construction and heritage properties. For example, 

throughout certain areas of the city, buildings can only be a few 

stories high, and all buildings within the city are subject to energy 

efficiency standards. When a building is found to contravene 

regulations, measures are taken to bolster compliance while 

preserving the building's unique character.

The City of Québec.

http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcgisserver
http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/extensions/3danalyst
http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/explorer
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Gaining Buy-in Through Effective Communication

Modeling in 3D provides the city with an indispensable 

communication tool because it allows almost anyone to 

realistically view the impact of proposed construction from 

multiple angles and viewpoints. A history of 3D buildings can 

also be referenced to demonstrate powerful before-and-after 

scenarios.

ArcGIS 3D modeling has proved especially useful for the city's 

highly publicized $1.5 billion tramway project. The proposed 

tramway, currently in its preliminary stage, would connect the 

suburbs to the downtown core, hospitals, and shopping centers, 

serving as a hub for the city's public transportation. It would 

also encourage residential development in the city's core. Using 

ArcGIS 3D Analyst, the city was able to integrate 3D elements 

from internal sources, as well as external suppliers, for the entire 

27-kilometer network. As a result, system benefits could be 

clearly demonstrated to both potential investors and the public.

A 3D model was also developed to inform the construction of 

a new recreational arena. Through 3D visualization, building 

managers were able to develop a comprehensive plan outlining 

a two-phase approach to construction: the first would focus on 

the development of an ice rink, and the second would center 

on building a new soccer field. During public consultations, 3D 

visualization was used to inform nearby residents of the arena's 

impact on surrounding neighborhoods.

"Unlike a picture, 3D models can be rotated to show impact from 

any perspective," says Guillemette. "This helps to gain buy-in 

from a diverse range of stakeholders, including city council; 

potential investors; and most importantly, our residents."

Building Communities of the Future

An exciting initiative currently unfolding in Québec is the 

introduction of Green Neighborhoods. A Green Neighborhood 

is designed according to sustainable development principles to 

reduce its overall ecological footprint. It attempts to connect 

urban sustainability principles with microlevel community 

planning for the betterment of residents and the environment. 

The concept has already proved successful in Montréal and 

several US cities, where this approach to urban design has been 

shown to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 20–40 percent.

Green Neighborhoods are characterized by a number of features 

that can include sustainable, energy-saving infrastructure 

developed using ecological materials; vast green spaces and 

waterways; the installation of green roofs; minimal distance 

between homes, shops, and office space; and ecological modes 

of transportation.

ArcGIS 3D Analyst is used to map attributes onto buildings to 

analyze the impact and efficacy of green initiatives. The city can 

also determine the overall impact of Green Neighborhoods not 

only on surrounding communities but also on the city at large.
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"We used to have visibility only into how a proposed project 

would affect the area directly surrounding it, whereas now, we 

can view the citywide impact of our initiatives," says Guillemette. 

"GIS affords the ability to assess relationships between buildings 

and the wider landscape, which is critical to the success of all our 

projects."

In the near future, the city plans to extend 3D modeling to its 

underground infrastructure. It will also model its water plant, 

sewers, and hydrants to optimize the sustainability of water/

wastewater management throughout the municipality.

(This article originally appeared in the Spring 2013 issue of ArcNews.)
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Balancing Past and Future
Using 3D GIS analysis to route light rail through historic Mesa

By Cory Whittaker, City of Mesa, Arizona

In December 2008, the Valley Metro Light Rail system debuted 

in the Phoenix Metro area. [Valley Metro Rail Inc., a nonprofit 

public corporation, operates a high-capacity transit system in this 

region.] In the months that followed, the City of Mesa's single 

station had more passengers than any other stop on the system.

When this trend continued, Valley Metro decided to expand the 

light rail system through downtown Mesa. This announcement 

was seen as a victory for revitalization efforts in the city. 

Neighboring cities have seen that light rail is a catalyst for transit-

oriented development of nearby properties.

The proposed route takes the light rail line through the heart of 

downtown Mesa to cultural venues such as the Mesa Arts Center 

and the Arizona Museum of Natural History. The route also 

passes through the historical center of the city of Mesa, where 

buildings and places of historic significance—some listed on the 

National Register of Historic Places—are located.

To better understand how this project would interact with the 

nearby historic buildings, 3D GIS visualization tools were used. 

These tools gave decision makers and the public a virtual view of 

what downtown Mesa might look like after the light rail system 

was completed.

Modeling Downtown Mesa

Before the light rail expansion was proposed, the City of Mesa 

GIS staff conducted a pilot project to assess the feasibility of 

modeling downtown Mesa in 3D given existing departmental 
The Valley Metro Light Rail's Sycamore Station in Mesa has had the highest 
ridership of any station in the light rail system.
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resources. This happened just as the economy began to nosedive 

and budgets were shrinking. Staff used readily available software 

to render Mesa City Plaza in 3D with minimal effort and cost, 

demonstrating to city management that modeling buildings in 3D 

was not only feasible but that staff members had the necessary 

skills. The results could be easily imported into the City of Mesa's 

existing Esri-based GIS system.

This successful pilot project provided the impetus to begin 

creating a 3D model of downtown Mesa. The first step in 

creating the virtual downtown was inventorying and estimating 

the heights of all non-single-family buildings. This inventory 

established a starting point for constructing virtual buildings.

Data for the inventory was collected in two ways. For some site 

locations, original, detailed building plans were readily available, 

and these were used to create individual building structures that 

were accurate down to the inch. For buildings that predated the 

city's founding, no plans were available, so oblique aerial photos 

were used to digitize these buildings. Although these buildings 

were not as accurate as ones created using detailed plans, they 

were sufficiently accurate for purposes of analysis. Much time and 

effort was expended to capture each building in enough detail so 

that it could be immediately recognized without a label.

The 3D model of downtown Mesa.

This 3D rendering shows the proposed development intensity for 
residential (yellow), commercial (red), and mixed use (purple). The number 
of stories and lot coverage for each is shown.
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Working with the Community

The city needed to establish policies for development along the 

light rail route. Upon completion and approval, these policies 

would be organized into a document called the Central Main 

Plan. A committee composed of city planners and local property 

owners, business owners, and organizations, such as historic 

neighborhoods and business alliances, was formed to gather 

different viewpoints from the community. The committee helped 

the city maximize the benefits of the light rail expansion.

The committee performed one key exercise, called the Reality 

Check, using the 3D GIS visualization tools to answer four 

important questions about the future development along the 

light rail route:

•	 Where should infill and redevelopment occur?

•	 What areas are off limits to redevelopment?

•	 What will be the intensity of the development/redevelopment 

that is envisioned?

•	 Is this achievable?

With these questions in mind, committee members were asked 

to map where they would put 4,000 dwelling units and 1.8 million 

square feet of nonresidential floor space. Committee members 

could incorporate their grand ideas for downtown Mesa. After 

compiling the results, city planners had a blueprint of where and 

how much redevelopment would be possible. Parking lots, a few 

existing buildings, and vacant lots were identified as potential 

redevelopment sites.

With the redevelopment areas, number of dwelling units, and the 

amount of nonresidential square footage defined for each area, 

city management requested a 3D GIS analysis for these areas. 

Calculations, based on the number of dwelling units, square 

footage, land use, and lot coverages, showed how tall buildings 

would need to be to fulfill the proposed requirements. Buildings 

at these heights were displayed in 3D next to existing building 

footprints. The three light rail stations and rail tracks associated 

with them were also modeled in 3D. This analysis explained 

complex development planning criteria to Mesa citizens in an 

easily digestible format that helped them envision redevelopment 

potential along the light rail path.

At first glance, the redevelopment areas had something in 

common. The majority of the buildings along the light rail route 

in downtown Mesa front along the street with large parking lots 

behind them. Because most of the proposed redevelopment 

is slated for these parking lots, they are a blank canvas for 

downtown revitalization efforts.
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Seeing Today and Tomorrow

Preserving the historic character of downtown Mesa was a key 

priority. The Alhambra Hotel was built in 1893 and is located in 

the heart of downtown Mesa. Although it was partially destroyed 

by fire, the building was added to the National Register of 

Historic Places in 1993. No longer a hotel, it still has historic value 

and is located just south of the light rail route, next to a large 

parking lot that is the site of a proposed six-story building with 

90 percent lot coverage. The proposed building, nearly three 

times taller, would dwarf the Alhambra and possibly harm its 

historic value.

Without a 3D GIS view, the magnitude of the disparity in the 

heights of these buildings would be lost. With this visualization, 

it was clear that caution would need to be exercised when 

redeveloping this site to ensure that the historic character of the 

Alhambra Hotel is preserved.

Light rail expansion through downtown Mesa spawned a 

significant 3D GIS effort that also provides potential benefits in 

other areas of the city. With this information in GIS, the city can 

conduct viewshed and line-of-sight analyses. City of Mesa Police 

and Fire departments want to use the 3D model in strategic 

planning for special events in downtown Mesa. The 3D model 

of downtown provides the flexibility and opportunity to model 

building interiors for asset management, real estate requirements, 

or similar purposes.

Being able to see how downtown Mesa would look with the 

completed light rail system and subsequent redevelopment 

helped the public see the benefits of having this mode of mass 

transit in the city of Mesa. This project has also opened the minds 

of city leaders and citizens to the benefits of 3D GIS analysis for 

standard city operations.

(This article originally appeared in the Summer 2012 edition of ArcUser.)

The historic Alhambra Hotel shown with the adjacent proposed 
redevelopment.
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Lidar, Building Information Modeling, and GIS Converge
Bringing Business Efficiencies to Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District

Highlights

•	 Integrating lidar and BIM data with enterprise GIS helped 

provide 3D design and construction methods.

•	 Viewing an intelligent 3D model provides insights that result 

in valuable questions and proposals.

•	 Extending BIM and lidar into the ArcGIS environment benefits 

from the integration points between the technologies.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, is the 26th largest city in the United 

States; its regional wastewater system is among the largest, 

most sophisticated, and well run in the country. The Milwaukee 

Metropolitan Sewerage District (MMSD) provides wastewater 

services for 28 municipalities comprising about one million 

people. The district's 411-square-mile planning area includes all 

cities and villages except the City of South Milwaukee. Serving 

these municipalities requires MMSD to develop spatial inventories 

and applications that meet internal and external needs for 

planning and design. Like any large facility, many of these efforts 

began organically within single departments to answer a specific 

need for one project.

To ease the consolidation of facilities data information, MMSD 

called on HNTB of Kansas City, Missouri, a national infrastructure 

firm and Esri Silver Partner, to conduct a practical research 

project that pilots a data management approach for lidar and 

building information modeling (BIM) data. The project specifically 

Interactive viewing of the 3D geodatabase in the ArcGIS Engine 
application, including dynamic symbolization of features.

http://www.esri.com/industries/map-chart-dataproduction/lidar
http://www.esri.com/industries/government/facilities/bim
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studied the practical business applications integrating 3D design 

and construction data from an aeration system rehabilitation 

project into MMSD's enterprise GIS environment.

Put the Money Where the Return on Investment Is

As part of this research and development project, return-on-

investment estimates were generated for distinct use cases, 

focusing on integrating lidar and BIM technology with GIS to 

greatly improve access and retrieval of as-built conditions for 

MMSD employees and their consultants. A number of different 

application development platforms and existing software 

solutions were considered for the project. Each software 

package was evaluated based on criteria defined by MMSD. 

ArcGIS Engine was selected as the platform that met all these 

requirements. ArcGIS Engine is a collection of GIS components 

and developer resources that can be embedded into other 

applications, allowing dynamic mapping and GIS capabilities in 

many different environments.

An Expandable Enterprise System

MMSD was already a user of Esri technology, having adopted 

ArcGIS for Desktop software in 2003 for department-specific 

solutions. In 2009, MMSD consulted with HNTB to help facilitate 

the move into an enterprise environment using ArcGIS for Server. 

This was a multiphase implementation that included the 

development of a business data model. The data model focused 

on existing data inventory and application user needs at the time, 

including improving mapping and organizational efficiencies, 

as well as bringing added value to MMSD business operations. 

In 2011, MMSD completed the project, developing several 

applications that addressed specific areas to map related data to 

the district's infrastructure resources and to service areas.

"Historically, information regarding water quality, water quality 

improvements, and physical features of water were located 

in separate departments at MMSD," says Jeff Siegel, GISP, 

associate vice president and technology solutions center director, 

HNTB. "Consolidation of this information took time, money, 

and executive sponsorship to change priorities. Now, all staff 

can access and output this information from their desktops 

without the help or sponsorship of other staff. The staff has the 

information it needs to make better and faster decisions, which 

was another of our guiding objectives."

For this pilot project, among the many criteria MMSD had, data 

and document access was again selected as a high priority. "In 

this scenario, a 3D model was created and integrated into GIS," 

says Siegel.

Again, the objective was for users to view and select features on 

their own. In this case, the 3D model would be displayed within 

an environment they are familiar with—the ArcGIS environment. 

Using this model, staff can access related data in external 

http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcgisengine
http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcgis-for-desktop
http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcgisserver
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databases, including documents relevant to the 3D model feature 

the user selected.

Modern Technology Studies a Historic Facility

The study area included Jones Island Water Reclamation Facility, 

one of two wastewater treatment facilities within the district's 

service area. Jones Island is located on the shores of Lake 

Michigan in Milwaukee. On average, the Jones Island facility 

collects and treats a maximum daily flow of 300 million gallons of 

wastewater, returning clean, clear water to Lake Michigan.

As part of the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District 

2020 Facilities Plan, HNTB was tasked with developing design 

improvements for the Jones Island Water Reclamation Facility 

aeration system. The project will lead to a reduction of electrical 

energy usage through gains in aeration system blower and 

diffuser efficiencies, as well as enhancements to controlling air 

distribution to aeration basins and channels.

To gather accurate and precise as-built conditions of the aeration 

system, HNTB engineers decided to collect internal facility data 

to derive a BIM from static lidar point clouds. This approach 

quickly brought dependable and accurate existing conditions 

information to the designers in an interactive 3D design 

environment.

"Because static lidar scanning is a direct line-of-sight method of 

data collection, the entire interior of a facility required enough 

scans for every single feature to be captured," says Siegel. "The 

estimated number of scans required increases based on the 

number of floors and the complexity of the building."

A typical static lidar scan takes about 10 to 15 minutes. So a 

crew of two has the ability to scan anywhere from four to six 

locations—typically a room or hallway—in just one hour. For this 

project, more than 100 scans were collected in one day to gather 

point clouds of the entire facility.

The decision to use BIM to manage the design process allowed 

many different disciplines to collaborate at different phases of 

the facility design project. BIM is defined as a process using a 

combination of technologies and resources to capture, manage, 
The application employs dynamic linkages from the geodatabase to the 
building information model (BIM) for viewing greater 3D design detail.
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analyze, and display a digital representation of physical and 

functional characteristics of a facility.

Realistic 3D Models for Everyday Use

Integrating lidar and BIM data with MMSD's enterprise GIS was 

thought to offer many benefits to the agency. "In our opinion, 

this was the most well-organized way to package up and deliver 

all our 3D design and construction methods to our client," says 

Siegel.

By extending BIM and lidar into the ArcGIS environment, the 

district can benefit from the data and integration points between 

the technologies, realizing significant operational efficiencies. 

Asset and facilities management is one area where improvements 

to maintenance management and document management 

systems can happen. The ability to manage data and keep a 

record of work orders and maintenance activity is invaluable to 

managers.

Another area where the district is expected to realize efficiencies 

is in plant and facilities operations. "There are a number of ways a 

3D, geographically based representation of the facilities will help 

our customer," says Siegel. "From safety and training to creating 

documentation and just having an operational database, GIS 

makes it easy to manage and use the collected information and 

model the facility dynamically in so many ways."

Facility planning is another area where this approach can offer 

some real payback. From modeling proposed upgrades to capital 

improvements, the ease of sharing this information in an easily 

understandable format is a big win. "Since this is a historical 

landmark for the area, there are many complexities in maintaining 

the 3D model to the data management standards that MMSD 

expects," says Siegel. "Viewing a 3D model that is intelligent—

meaning we can see more information about the facility picture 

we are displaying—makes it so much more efficient to answer 

questions, propose new scenarios, and move the projects along 

at a quicker pace."

Lessons Learned

The most critical factor preventing more robust integration 

between BIM and GIS is the native incompatibility of the two 

data formats. A critical data integration fracture between BIM 

and GIS is the importance of defining spatial coordinates of the 

BIM file at the beginning of the project. "The purpose of this is to 

allow us and our client to accurately locate a building within a site 

and to give it a physical location context at larger scales that can 

be overlaid with aerial imagery and topographic and other layers 

from an enterprise geodatabase," says Siegel.

For information on using GIS for facilities, visit esri.com/facilities.

(This article originally appeared in the Spring 2013 issue of ArcNews.)

http://www.esri.com/industries/government/facilities
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CityEngine Creates New 
Solutions for Historic Cities

Highlights

•	 Employing Python scripting allowed staff to go back and forth 

between conventional mapping and 3D modeling.

•	 CityEngine goes beyond standard visualization into actual 

creation of data based on specific urban planning standards.

•	 Using CityEngine, 3D models from previous jobs were 

imported and their preexisting 3D assets and rule files put to 

use.

Iraq has had a rough ride in recent times, and many of its cities 

are showing the scars of years of neglect and warfare. A lack of 

investment in basic infrastructure, combined with a brain drain 

of professionals, has left many Iraqi cities in a very poor state of 

repair and with limited plans for the future. But with the fall of the 

previous regime have come opportunities to revive and repair 

these aging and often historic cities.

In 2007, the Iraqi Ministry of Municipalities and Public Works 

(MMPW) awarded a British firm, Garsdale Design Limited (GDL), 

and its Iraqi Planners Group (IPG) the contract to develop 

a master plan for the city of Nasiriyah in southern Iraq. The 

project was to deliver urban planning for the new dwellings, 

infrastructure, sewerage, water, and electric systems needed over 

the next 30 years. Nasiriyah is the capital of Dhi Qar province 

in Iraq. Almost 500,000 people call this city their home, located 

225 miles southeast of Baghdad on the Euphrates River and close 

to the ancient city of Ur.

This Nasiriyah display sheet for detailed study presents a proposal for a 
large shopping mall.
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Garsdale Design is a planning, architecture, and heritage 

consultancy based in Cumbria in the United Kingdom. It has 

extensive experience in the Middle East, and many of its projects 

have entailed urban design and city master planning in the Gulf 

Arab states.

"Master planning any city is a complex task," says Elliot Hartley, 

director of Garsdale Design, "but Iraq's cities face huge 

additional challenges from lack of investment in infrastructure to 

training of planning departments." Hartley manages and analyzes 

the spatial data that is required for planning projects like the 

Nasiriyah City Master Plan.

Magical Modeling

The staff at GDL focused on planning a contemporary community 

in Nasiriyah with an integrated public transport network that 

still reflects the culture and history of the almost 150-year-old 

city. The goal is to help the city grow sustainably over the next 

30 years.

Over time, GDL had experience with various time-consuming 

spatial packages that did not meet its needs. Pursuing a 

better solution, GDL and IPG concluded that ArcGIS with 

Esri CityEngine met and exceeded the needs of MMPW. On 

production of some of the 3D modeling, GDL staff found that 

they were able to remodel iteratively in response to new data 

or late requests. This created results that Hartley describes as 

"almost magical."

"When presented with this reality, we thought, what if the project 

team could change detailed plans with ease, taking into account 

new data instantly and avoiding the laborious redrawing of 

layouts?" says Hartley. "This is the promise of the ‘instant city' 

and what we can achieve with GIS."

The stages of any workflow are important, but it is the visualization of the 
small details that can have dramatic impact, such as the placement of palm 
trees.

http://www.esri.com/software/cityengine
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Creating a Responsive Model

The GDL team quickly realized that CityEngine could be part of 

the master planning process and not just a visualization tool.

"Unfortunately, we can't just jump into a new workflow in the 

middle of a project. This could have unacceptable impacts for 

us and our clients," says Hartley. However, the company quickly 

learned that using CityEngine on elements of master planning 

projects helped to visualize where the pieces best fit.

The first task performed with the 3D modeling software was 

building a new neighborhood with basic block models. Data from 

previous phases of the project was used to visualize elements 

of the master plan quickly in realistic 3D visualizations in just a 

matter of hours.

"This would have taken many hours, if not days, to produce 

in-house using other 3D modeling packages," says Hartley.

Mining Its Stock of 3D Models

Over the years, GDL has built up a stock of 3D models used for 

previous jobs that provide inspiration for current work. Using 

CityEngine, these models were imported and their preexisting 

3D assets and rule files put to use, with a few quick adaptations. 

For example, staff employed a rule file that tests the size of a plot 

and places an appropriately sized building model accordingly. A 

specific set of vegetation models that included native trees was 

also used, with one tweak—existing tree rules were replaced with 

a new definition. Streets were then modeled with these trees—

palm trees—and the trees were randomly inserted on lots to give 

a more natural look to the model.

Employing Python scripting allowed staff members to go back 

and forth between the ArcGIS environment for conventional 

mapping and CityEngine for 3D modeling. For example, a 

street centerline was created in ArcGIS and then brought into 

CityEngine, where curbs, central medians, streetlamps, and trees 
This is a typical Nasiriyah City Master Plan sheet.
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were added in accordance with the rule file. The result was then 

exported back to ArcGIS for analysis and mapping. This data was 

then used to create plots and place building types according to 

the underlying land use in CityEngine, then brought back into 

ArcGIS for further analysis.

"This goes beyond standard visualization and into actual creation 

of data based on our specific urban planning standards," says 

Hartley. "The ability to dynamically add attributes to plots with 

rules allows for a more responsive model."

When the Future Means Change

Underlying data, such as relief or geology, can also be used. 

For example, a raster with a red color can be used to restrict 

development in particular areas, and elevations can be used to 

restrict building heights or types.

Staff used the modeling rules they need for each individual 

project, no matter how general or detailed, so different issues 

can be modeled at either micro or macro scales.

"Sometimes we have started with a relatively simple rule file 

for land uses," says Hartley, "but have then combined it with a 

previous dwelling rule file that links to yet another one to locate 

small elements, such as water tanks and satellite dishes."

Intelligent modeling in this manner is starting to generate 

questions, such as the following, and quickly provide answers:

•	 What size of plot is needed within a particular land block?

•	 Can building height be varied to recognize the underlying 

geology?

•	 How can lots smaller than a certain size be shown as 

playgrounds within a residential area?

•	 What lane and sidewalk width is required for the different 

grades of roads?

This is a simple demonstration of a density-based concept.
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•	 How wide should the central median be for higher-order 

roads?

•	 Can streetlamps be modeled differently to suit the various 

grades of road?

•	 Can buildings be modeled at different heights depending on 

how close they are to a center or transport node?

"In the future, we are going to be able to create a city plan that 

changes very quickly as new data arrives from the client," says 

Hartley. "This is a game changer for firms like ours, as last-minute 

client requests at a late stage are inevitable."

A Living Model

When Garsdale Design staff started working with CityEngine, 

the primary appeal was the software's ability to work with GIS 

data and export it into a variety of 3D modeling and rendering 

packages to provide the materials required by the client. "But 

once we started to explore the potential of the software, we 

saw that it could be more useful as an urban planning tool," says 

Hartley. "In fact, it has also shown us an exciting new direction 

for planning cities in the future. We can start to use these 

sophisticated 3D visualizations in a variety of media, including 

printed reports, websites, video, and full interactive walk-

throughs. Our clients want to see how their cities would look 

when their plans are implemented."

(This article originally appeared in the Spring 2013 issue of ArcNews.)
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Creating a 3D Hydrostratigraphy Model 
of the Gulf Coast Aquifer in Texas
By Daniel M. Lupton and Gil Strassberg

Highlights

•	 Cross sections and two-dimensional sketching were done 

within ArcGIS using Arc Hydro Groundwater tools.

•	 The Arc Hydro Groundwater Subsurface Analyst toolset 

transformed cross sections into 3D.

•	 With improved drilling records and geophysical logs, cross 

sections can easily be resketched in ArcGIS.

Understanding the structure, extent, depth, and distribution of 

subsurface materials is important for many disciplines, including 

geology, mining, oil and gas, and hydrogeology. With the 

advances in 3D capabilities, GIS-based packages have been 

developed to integrate GIS into the world of 3D subsurface 

modeling and visualization.

The creation of a subsurface model of the northern part of the 

Gulf Coast Aquifer in Texas was the primary objective of a project 

completed by Esri Partner Intera Inc. (Austin, Texas) in association 

with Esri Partner Aquaveo LLC (Provo, Utah). The purpose of the 

project was to provide stratigraphic surfaces and sand thickness 

maps of the geologic formations that compose the Gulf Coast 

Aquifer. The project is part of a long-term plan (sponsored by 

the Texas Water Development Board) to update groundwater 

availability models that are used for water resources planning 

and management for Texas. To develop a groundwater model 

simulating the flow of water within the subsurface, one has to 

first understand the hydrogeology of the system and estimate 

the physical properties of underlying aquifer layers and confining 

units. Thus, a detailed and accurate description of the subsurface 

is essential for developing accurate models.

By its nature, creation of a 3D realistic subsurface model is 

complex and requires integration of many datasets (usually from 

different sources), such as digital elevation models, borehole 

records, geologic maps, and hydrography. Common data 

products in the process of creating a 3D subsurface model 

include borehole logs, 2D cross sections, 3D fence diagrams, 

surfaces representing terrain or top/bottom elevations of 

units, and 3D volume elements. The use of GIS datasets in 

their native format and integration of all the information into a 

single geodatabase streamlined the process of building the 3D 

subsurface model and later updating and maintaining the model 

as new information is obtained.
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Workflow for creating a 3D subsurface model from 2D cross sections: (a) cross section panels are converted to GeoSections, forming a 3D fence diagram; 
(b) GeoSections are sampled and 3D points created representing top/bottom of units; (c) raster surfaces are interpolated from the 3D points; and (d) 3D 
GeoVolume features are created by "filling" between the surfaces.
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The Subsurface Analyst toolset, available as part of the Arc 

Hydro Groundwater tools, was used to integrate the necessary 

information, create cross sections in ArcGIS for Desktop, 

transform the cross sections into 3D features, and build a 3D 

subsurface model.

For this study, the Gulf Coast Aquifer has been subdivided on 

the basis of chronostratigraphic correlation to yield subaquifer 

layers. The aquifer system is composed of four units—from 

shallowest to deepest, the Chicot Aquifer, the Evangeline Aquifer, 

the Burkeville Confining System, and the Jasper Aquifer. Each 

of the units was further subdivided into subunits, resulting in a 

set of 10 hydrogeologic units. The basic workflow started with 

identification of aquifer layer boundaries along boreholes, based 

on drilling and geophysical logs, and then systematic correlation 

of layers throughout the study area.

To support the correlation, a grid of cross sections was created 

covering the model domain. For each cross section, a set 

of panels was sketched based on borehole logs, the digital 

elevation model, and geologic maps, together with the best 

geologic knowledge of the area. The creation of the cross 

sections and the sketching process was all done within ArcGIS 

using the Subsurface Analyst cross section tools. Each cross 

section is created in a separate data frame setup using the Cross 

Section wizard, and different types of information are projected 

onto the cross section.

The sketched 2D cross sections are the base for developing a 

3D subsurface model. Although not part of the original project, 

a workflow was developed to support the creation of a 3D 

subsurface model from the sketched cross sections. The workflow 

includes the following steps:

•	 The sketched 2D cross section panels were converted into 

GeoSections (3D multipatch features) that enable viewing 

hydrogeologic layers as a 3D fence diagram.

•	 The 3D GeoSections were sampled to create a set of new 

3D points, where each point represents the top or base of a 

hydrogeologic unit.

•	 Raster surfaces were interpolated from the points using 

ArcGIS Spatial Analyst interpolation tools. Each raster 

represents the top or bottom of a hydrogeologic unit.

•	 GeoVolume (3D multipatch features) features were created by 

"filling" between the raster surfaces to display hydrogeologic 

units as 3D volume elements.

This project is an excellent example of how GIS-based workflows 

can support the development of subsurface models. The 

ability to integrate a wide array of spatial datasets into a single 

geodatabase, automate parts of the data processing, and 

visualize the results in real spatial context proved invaluable for 

the project.

(This article originally appeared in the Spring 2013 issue of ArcNews.)

http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcgis-for-desktop
http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/extensions/spatialanalyst
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Three-Dimensional Spatial Analytics and Modeling 
Is Now SOP for the City of Fort Worth, Texas
By Havan Surat, GISP

Highlights

•	 The City of Fort Worth depends on ArcGIS for presenting 

difficult information to the public in a very easy format.

•	 ArcGIS 3D Analyst for Desktop helps produce three-

dimensional city zoning maps.

•	 Three-dimensional transparency maps are useful for 

estimating comparisons between current and allowable 

building heights.

Fort Worth is the second-largest city in the Dallas-Fort Worth 

metro area in the United States of America. Located in the state 

of Texas, Fort Worth's population is comparable to other cities in 

the state, such as Austin, Houston, and Dallas. Since 2000, Fort 

Worth has been the fastest-growing city with a population of 

more than 500,000 people in the nation. According to the US 

Census Bureau, its population increased by more than 200,000 

people during the last decade.

Fort Worth has a rich history of planning. The Planning and 

Development Department received credits for innovative 

planning area studies from the national American Planning 

Association. The department consists of two divisions: Planning 

and Development. The Planning division is further divided into 

sections based on current and long-range planning activities in 

the city. The Urban Design team in the comprehensive planning 

section primarily focuses on the urban design-related activities 

A three-dimensional transparency study in the downtown area shows the 
difference between existing and allowable building heights in the City of 
Fort Worth, Texas.
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in the planning areas along with the production of graphic 

illustration and three-dimensional visual studies.

The city has created 16 urban villages and a few urban design 

districts within the city of Fort Worth. The city anticipates mixed-

use development patterns and walkable environments in these 

areas with emphasis on pedestrian-oriented approaches and 

buildings related to human scale. To make the city's efforts 

understandable to the public and developers, the Urban Design 

team has been asked to produce three-dimensional building 

models that resemble the desired developmental patterns in the 

prominent areas of the city.

Another request for the development of 3D models came from 

the zoning section team, which was finding it difficult to explain 

the city zoning codes to the public. It felt that the development of 

building 3D models that explain the codes and regulations could 

assist the public to interpret the content of the zoning codes. 

As the mixed-use zoning codes in the city have been revised 

recently, the city is looking to prepare a new brochure for the 

mixed-use zoning district that consists of 3D graphics to illustrate 

the content of the codes.

The city has ArcGIS users in all departments using GIS for 

multiple mapping tasks. The Urban Design team has found, in 

particular, that ArcGIS 3D Analyst for Desktop is the perfect tool 

for creating both 3D building models and performing three-

dimensional analysis with one or more feature datasets.

Three-Dimensional Analytic Maps

In addition to building 3D models, 3D tools have been utilized 

to produce a variety of three-dimensional analytic maps. One 

analysis represents the gradual variation of the population 

density in the vertical direction, with the assistance of 3D tools, 

for better illustration purposes in planning documents. Another 

study produces the three-dimensional zoning maps that replace 

the traditional zoning maps. Traditional city zoning maps are 

usually represented with specific colors depicting appropriate 

use allowed in the zoning districts. When existing building 

models have been shaded with the city zoning color symbology, 

the final 3D maps would add building height information to the 

zoning content. The Urban Design team has seen the potential of 

presenting the 3D information to reveal the existing development 

patterns, in addition to the future development proposals, to the 

developers, consultants, and the public.

The building models in the downtown area have been studies in terms 
of current zoning, future and current land use, building square feet, and 
number of floors.

http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/extensions/3danalyst
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The three-dimensional transparency study is another product 

generated with the aid of 3D tools. This study is useful, as it 

provides a medium to interpret the current development patterns 

with the future possibilities in the downtown area. The City of 

Fort Worth supports mixed-use codes and regulations in the 

denser areas where the developer can build to a higher number 

of building stories by following mixed-use codes when compared 

to proposing a single use in a building. If the building has a mix 

of uses within it, then the building can be taller. In other words, 

a mixed-use building can be taller than the single-use building. 

The idea of strengthening mixed-use buildings is depicted in the 

three-dimensional transparency map.

First, the outer parcel is extruded to the maximum building 

height allowed in the mixed-use zoning code, and then the 

existing building footprint is pushed to the actual existing 

building height. The parcel 3D model is set to transparency so 

that the inside building model is visible. This study reveals to the 

viewer the difference in heights between the building and parcel 

models and hints that the building can still rise taller by following 

the city zoning codes and regulations.

Generally, spatial analytic patterns are displayed two-

dimensionally, but if presented in a three-dimensional format, 

the analysis could be more readable for the public. The city 

incorporated these maps in zoning code brochures and planning 

documents. The City of Fort Worth depends on ArcGIS for 

presenting difficult information to the public in a very easy format 

with the assistance of ArcGIS extensions.

(This article originally appeared in the Fall 2012 issue of ArcNews.)
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Modeling the Terrain Below
Creating dynamic subsurface perspectives in ArcScene

By Matthew DeMeritt, Esri Writer

A GIS and graphics specialist for the Illinois State Geological 

Survey (ISGS) developed GIS tools that help visualize subsurface 

geology.

Since William Smith's first modern geology map in 1815, 

geologists have portrayed 3D data on 2D maps using cross 

section diagrams. These diagrams show the strata of the earth's 

crust like a slice of layer cake viewed edgewise, giving geologists 

a valuable perspective of the earth's subsurface. Today, cross 

sectioning remains an important intermediate step in visualizing 

what is beneath the ground in true 3D.

Before the widespread use of computers, creating dynamic 3D 

views of the ground below was practically impossible. Today, 

earth scientists have more information about the subsurface 

than ever and sophisticated software systems to analyze and 

manage it. This has opened up new possibilities for generating 

3D perspectives of the underground world.

The process of creating geologic cross sections in ArcGIS from 2D in 
ArcMap to 3D in ArcScene using Xacto program output

Xacto program 2D output

2D cross section digitally edited in ArcMap

Converted to 3D polygons and lines for ArcScene
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The Perils of Manual Cross Sectioning

In 2007, Jennifer Carrell, GIS and graphics specialist for ISGS, 

Prairie Research Institute, University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign, recognized the need for improving the process for 

making the cross sections shown on ISGS maps. At that time, 

most of the geologists still drew cross sections by hand and gave 

them to Carrell to digitize in ArcGIS. This hand-drawn method 

often included mistakes that were time-consuming to correct.

"Each inaccuracy in a cross section propagates throughout 

the map and can usually be traced back to some step in the 

manual process," said Carrell. "For example, if the location of 

one geological contact on a cross section is off by 50 feet, the 

contacts farther down the line of the section will likely also be 

off by at least 50 feet. The ideal solution would be to feed the 

data into ArcGIS and let it automatically create the framework for 

cross sections." Carrell saw a need for a solution that used the 

combined capabilities of native tools in ArcGIS to generate both 

2D and 3D viewable cross sections much faster than ISGS had 

been producing them.

Xacto Section

Using Visual Basic, Carrell created a tool that generates a 

2D cross section profile as a collection of polyline and point 

shapefiles that can be digitally edited in ArcMap and/or exported 

to Adobe Illustrator for finishing. "Sensor data, such as that 

acquired with lidar, can give us a very accurate profile of the 

Left: Cross sections from a published paper map. Right: Cross sections 
viewed in 3D in ArcScene.

3D boreholes can be combined with cross sections in ArcScene.
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land surface, while ground-based geophysical techniques, 

such as natural gamma radiation logging, can help us estimate 

the thickness of each layer below the surface with reasonable 

precision." Completed cross sections can be exported as 3D 

vector features for viewing and editing in ArcScene. Carrell 

dubbed her tool Xacto Section for its ability to virtually slice into 

the earth and compute a more exact profile of the subsurface.

Carrell researched other software programs that help automate 

the drawing of cross sections but found them either too 

expensive or too cumbersome to fit into the existing map 

production workflow.

Borehole Forest

Mapping subsurface geology is akin to trying to solve a jigsaw 

puzzle with 90 percent of the pieces missing. A significant portion 

of geologic data comes from boreholes drilled for engineering 

purposes or for water, coal, oil, gas, or mineral exploration. With 

enough of a sampling, distinct geologic layers can be identified 

based on their composition.

Encouraged by the results of Xacto Section, Carrell set out to 

create similar tools for graphically displaying borehole data 

that could take advantage of the 3D visualization capabilities 

of ArcScene. With 3D Borehole tools, geologists working in 

ArcScene can visualize boreholes together as a 3D "forest" of 

vertical cylinders or tubes, instead of boreholes being symbolized 

as lines on a 2D diagram.

"The 3D Borehole tools in ArcGIS allow the geologist to take 

tabular borehole data in the x,y,z attribute form and visualize 

them as 3D tubes in ArcScene," said Carrell. Using 3D Borehole 

tools in ArcScene, geologists can easily manipulate borehole log 

descriptions and geophysical data, which are then classified and 

interpreted by the geologist as mapping units. From there, they 

interpolate surfaces from point data and begin constructing a 

working conceptual model of geologic layers in a given area.

Boreholes and surfaces interpolated from borehole selections

http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/extensions/3danalyst/index.html
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Initially, Carrell created the cross section tool mainly for 2D 

cartographic purposes. As ISGS accumulated GIS files for its 

cross sections, Carrell began to convert them into 3D and display 

them together with the 3D boreholes in ArcScene. In this way, 

they become not just a static cartographic product but valuable 

input data that can be used to map the geology of nearby areas. 

"Making the leap from 2D to 3D visualization has been really 

exciting for geologists at the ISGS because it provides a sense 

of depth required to understand complicated sequences of 

sediment," said Carrell.

In Use

At ISGS, geologists use the tools to construct 3D models of 

subsurface geology at the county or regional scale. These 

models help governments and water utilities create water supply 

plans, especially in the fast-growing counties around Chicago. 

Being able to visualize the geologic materials in 3D has been 

invaluable to geologists in mapping the sand and gravel deposits 

that are potential sources of groundwater for drinking, agriculture, 

and industry.

As the geologic record revealed in boreholes shows a record 

of climatic change in the past, visualizing that data three-

dimensionally similarly benefits climate research. Carrell currently 

works with members of ISGS studying the glacial geology of 

Illinois. "Being able to view borehole data together in 3D, they 

can more easily discern the shapes of glacial landforms such as 

fans, deltas, lakes, and channels," said Carrell. "This helps them 

piece together a more detailed story of how glaciers advanced 

and retreated across the landscape over the past two million 

years."

In addition to benefiting hydrology and climate research, Carrell's 

tools also inform civic planners and policy makers. Having more 

dynamic perspectives of the extent of aquifers or the location 

of potential house-swallowing sinkholes ultimately improves 

investigation and lessens risk. "Communicating our results in 

3D makes a huge difference in terms of audience impact," said 

Carrell. "As a geological survey, anything we can do to make our 

scientific interpretations more precise and accessible benefits the 

public."

Left: Diagram of a continental glacier and some associated landforms. 
Right: A sidelong view of boreholes reveals sand and gravel (orange and 
yellow segments) of a former delta and a moraine (blue segments).
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Since posting the tools on ArcScripts, Carrell's mapping tools 

for ArcMap and ArcScene have been downloaded nearly two 

thousand times. She has received feedback from individual 

geologists and agencies in Italy, Germany, the Netherlands, 

Argentina, and Canada, just to name a few countries. "Cross 

sections are used in many disciplines within earth science and 

planning," said Carrell. "It's gratifying to see that the tools I 

created meet the needs of those communities."

(This article originally appeared in the Spring 2012 edition of ArcUser.)

http://arcscripts.esri.com/
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Philadelphia Uses Robotics and GIS 
to Map Below Market Street
Lidar Speeds Up Mapping of Bustling Center City

Highlights

•	 The city needed comprehensive spatial data information to 

understand its public infrastructure better.

•	 The mix of GIS, lidar, and robotics produced a view of the 

infrastructure inside and out.

•	 Staff took 20 hours to collect all the data, a fraction of the 

time needed using traditional collection methods.

Center City in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, is a confluence of 

transportation, shopping, business, and government agency 

activity, with several multilevel spaces (including underground) 

within a few blocks. The fifth-biggest city in the nation, 

Philadelphia also boasts the third-largest downtown population. 

The City of Philadelphia is committed to encouraging business 

and real estate development in the area and has embarked on 

an innovative project to build up the area while at the same time 

making certain the downtown area remains ready for business 

every day.

One important aspect of this project was that the city staff 

understand their building infrastructure better. They were 

interested in seeing the relationship between pedestrian 

concourses with platforms, corridors, stair locations, and ramps; 

ingress and egress points; emergency access and air vent 

facilities; and connections between levels. To effectively analyze 

and manage this critical public infrastructure, they needed access 

to accurate and comprehensive spatial data information. This 

included data about space, like rooms, and how it is being used; 

asset data, such as fire extinguishers; and other components 

Using robotic lidar technology, Penbay staff created an accurate floor 
map of the underground infrastructure in Center City, Philadelphia, that 
connects several buildings along Market Street.
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found within the rooms. Images needed to be collected to guide 

anyone who needs to access the space, such as public safety 

officials, so they can get a real sense of what a space looks like.

PenBay Solutions, an Esri Partner headquartered in Brunswick, 

Maine, was contracted by the city to provide facility management 

mapping services for a pilot project aimed at testing the 

effectiveness of a total 3D GIS solution. This service included 

interior data collection using an innovative robotic platform 

employing 3D lidar. The robotic platform collected thousands 

of data samples as it was guided by a surveyor through the 

buildings. The data was precisely geolocated to a point on a 

high-resolution map of the interior space. This allowed staff to 

develop spatially accurate floor map data of the underground 

infrastructure that connects several notable buildings along 

Market Street in Philadelphia.

While the city has been a longtime user of ArcGIS, like most 

traditional local government GIS installations, its database did 

not include data for the insides of the Center City buildings or 

the vast building infrastructure under the streets. To maintain and 

grow the city effectively, staff needed a complete view of the 

infrastructure—both inside and out—of buildings, railways, and 

surrounding areas for their facilities management, public transit, 

public safety, space planning, and real property departments. A Trimble TIMMS unit was used to collect data points of every object in 
the space that was mapped, from walls to doors to desks and chairs.
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Understanding from the Inside Out

A site assessment and requirements validation was conducted 

at the client site to plan for collecting the data necessary to help 

the city. The goals of this activity were to validate deliverable 

requirements and define data collection specifications; identify 

project logistical support requirements; discuss and validate 

project staging, access, and scheduling dependencies; and 

visually inspect project areas of interest.

Upon completion of the site, a detailed list of priorities, points 

of contact, access dependencies, and geographic proximity that 

allowed the creation of a project plan and schedule to capture 

the data was created. Center City facilities are complex and have 

a high volume of pedestrian traffic. Minimizing survey time and 

disruption was of high importance to the city. The decision was 

made to operate a two-person crew on-site under the control of 

a project manager. This plan optimized the use of staff so that 

there would be a minimal impact on building occupants and 

client resources.

Open During Construction

Once the dates for the survey visit were determined—the 

survey itself took place in the fall of 2010—PenBay started the 

logistics necessary to mobilize the equipment and staff needed 

to execute the data collection phase of the project. Upon arrival 

at the site, the survey team closely coordinated its collection 

activities with the client.

The robot that the surveyors used was pushed through each 

hall and room at a normal walking pace. Lidar was used by the 

robot to measure the distance to each object by illuminating 

the target with light from a pulsating laser. Data points were 

collected illustrating where every object in the space is located, 

from walls and doors to desks and chairs. The robot also took 

spherical images with a camera that takes 360-degree pictures 

inside the building and then georeferences them. This provided 

a continuous image of the space that can give a more accurate 

representation of the real buildings.

Since data collection happened mostly at night to keep with 

Center City's mission of not impacting the community, security 

escorts were provided by the city's public transit agency, the 

Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority, for safety, 

as well as to provide unencumbered access to all areas, such 

as the subway system and secure buildings. In total, the team 

collected 340,000 square feet of designated infrastructure. The 

survey provided the city with a clear and accurate view of how 

its underground infrastructure links to its aboveground buildings 

and roads. The combination of GIS and robotics provided the 

ability to measure pertinent space in a fraction of the time it takes 

with traditional collection methods. Staff took only 20 hours to 

collect all the data necessary for the pilot project.
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One Cloud—Many Datasets

PenBay provided this data to the city in a building information 

system data model-compliant dataset that included CAD 

(AutoCAD) and 3D building information modeling (Revit) files 

of the area of interest and a primary deliverable of an ArcGIS 

geodatabase. Using ArcGIS for Server and the geodatabase, city 

staff have access to the data files easily over the web.

A 3D video dataset was also collected for the entire captured 

area. This is of particular interest to public transit and the public 

safety community for planning and preparedness workflows, 

which provide assistance to facilities managers in condition 

assessment and asset inventory.

Through this pilot, the city learned how reliably critical 

deliverables can be created to support its facilities management 

initiative using GIS and lidar. Discrete spaces were defined 

accurately on maps, including where boundaries, such as hallways 

and rooms, begin and end; floor plan data was captured to 

represent interior space and structure accurately; and facility 

surveys can be performed quickly, safely, and cost-effectively.

(This article originally appeared in the Summer 2012 issue of ArcNews.)

The new dataset includes data for the inside of the Center City buildings 
and the vast infrastructure underneath the streets in the area.

http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcgisserver/index.html
http://www.esri.com/industries/facilities-management/index.html
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Photogrammetric Modeling + GIS
Better methods for working with mesh data

By Rachel Opitz, University of Arkansas, and Jessica Nowlin, Brown University

The authors describe how to bring photogrammetrically derived 

meshes into a GIS so that the 3D relationships between features 

can be easily understood, descriptive data can be integrated, 

and spatial analysis tools in GIS can support analysis and 

interpretation after the field project has ended.

Photogrammetric Survey in Archaeology

Close-range photogrammetric survey is increasingly popular as a 

recording method in archaeology. Photogrammetric survey uses 

a series of photographs of an object to deduce and accurately 

model its geometry.

This technique is commonly used to document features with 

complex geometries or large numbers of inclusions, including 

walls, pavements, rubble collapse, and architectural elements. 

These types of features can be quite time-consuming to 

document thoroughly by hand or using conventional surveying in 

the field.

The use of photogrammetric recording can greatly benefit 

projects by saving time and creating a visually rich final product. 

Photogrammetric models might be used in excavation to record a 

complex sequence of walls or a tomb or on a survey to document 

the environment around a rock art panel.

The method of bringing photogrammetric data into a GIS 
to create simple visualizations described in this article is 
being used in ongoing University of Michigan excavations 
at Gabii, Italy.
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Photogrammetric models are typically assembled and processed 

in specialized software including PhotoModeler Scanner, 

Autodesk's 123D Catch, and Agisoft's PhotoScan. Information on 

photogrammetric modeling is available from these companies.

A typical final product from a photogrammetry project is a 

textured polygonal mesh combining color and geometry data. 

In archaeology, the geometry of the features recorded is often 

complex, and both the position and shape of these features are 

important, so keeping the data in a mesh format—designed to 

handle complex geometries—is desirable rather than converting 

to a simpler geometry type or a voxel model. [Voxel models 

use elements that represent a value on a regular grid in three-

dimensional space.]

Looking at these models on their own can be useful, but to really 

exploit their potential, they should be viewed in context along 

with other data, such as survey data, photos, descriptions, and 

models of adjacent features that are collected in the course of a 

project.

A textured mesh of a typical archaeological feature, a pile of rubble, 
viewed in Meshlab Working in Meshlab, unwanted polygon faces are selected and deleted.

http://www.photomodeler.com/
http://www.123dapp.com/catch
http://www.agisoft.ru/products/photoscan
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Why Manage Photogrammetric Models in ArcGIS?

Many excavations already use ArcGIS to manage their spatial 

data and maintain links with other relational databases containing 

information such as stratigraphy, environmental data, ceramics, 

and osteology. Managing the results of photogrammetric surveys 

within an existing GIS environment is a practical solution to the 

problems of organizing, visualizing, and creating documentation 

from the 3D models. Bringing the models into a GIS facilitates 

the integration of photogrammetric and conventional survey 

data, making it easy to place the photogrammetric models in 

their proper locations. Finally, storing the models in ArcGIS allows 

archaeologists and managers to continue to work in a familiar 

software environment.

The Basic Process

Much of the work required to bring photogrammetrically 

derived meshes into a GIS involves the production of a clean 

mesh. Once this is achieved, importing the mesh into the 

GIS is straightforward using the tools provided through the 

ArcGIS 3D Analyst extension. The creation of related information 

(making polygonal models of individual features, adding 

written descriptions, associating finds or sample data) can take 

advantage of GIS functionality for connecting to relational 

databases and managing attribute data.

The process of bringing photogrammetric data into a GIS and 

using it to create some simple visualizations is outlined here using 

an example from the ongoing University of Michigan excavations 

at Gabii, Italy. There are three phases for the ingestion of each 

model: the creation and cleaning of the mesh; proper formatting 

for import into the GIS; and geolocation of the mesh, along with 

the creation or linking of related information and metadata.

Top-up digitizing tasks, like producing a georeferenced sketch of a 
skeleton, are done using the photogrammetric model, snapping the 
polygons to the mesh while outlining individual bones.

http://www.esri.com/industries/archaeology/index.html
http://www.esri.com/industries/archaeology/index.html
http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/extensions/3danalyst/index.html
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The Initial Mesh

The mesh produced by photogrammetric modeling software 

will be (substantially) internally consistent but without real-world 

coordinates or a sense of orientation. ArcGIS does not support 

editing individual nodes or faces of a multipatch, so it's essential 

that you clean the mesh data before importing it. Closing holes, 

removing any areas of extraneous data, and despiking are all 

done at this stage. There are a number of commercial and open 

source software packages designed for mesh editing. Meshlab, 

a popular open source product for mesh creation and editing, is 

being used for the Gabii Project.

Export from Modeling Software

ArcGIS imports both VRML and COLLADA format files. Most 

photogrammetric and mesh editing software packages export to 

these formats. To minimize file sizes and improve performance, 

export files without color or normal data appended, as ArcGIS 

only uses the texture files.

Creating good texture data is an important part of making 

models look right. Large, high-quality textures will look good 

but likely cause navigation to be slow and jumpy. Producing 

optimized textures, including enough detail to support 

interpretation but without slowing navigation on-screen, is 

therefore an important step. Using optimized textures where 

possible can make a big difference in the performance of the 

final model.

Import and Transformation: 3D Pseudoreferencing

Mesh data needs to be aligned with surveyed data to get the 

models into their real-world locations. One approach is to survey 

in points on targets that appear in the photogrammetric model. 

Another approach is to survey in key components or a simplified 

outline of the feature in question, to which natural features in the 
The relationships between features are easily communicated through 
visually rich models.

http://meshlab.sourceforge.net/
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model can be aligned. For good results, at least three reference 

features distributed across the model are needed.

Related Data: Creating Features on the Mesh

Using the 3D editing tools in ArcScene, polygons, polylines, 

and points representing individual features like a bone, pot, or 

stone can be digitized directly onto the model. These digitized 

features can then be used for simplified representations of the 

model, in the creation of 2D plans, or for spatial analyses in the 

GIS. Alternatively, this characterization could be carried out in the 

modeling software and imported and transformed in parallel with 

the model. Relationships between the models, digitized features, 

and descriptive attributes are maintained within the geodatabase.

Working with Mesh Data in a GIS Environment

Importing the models created through photogrammetric 

survey into a GIS makes it easy to understand at a glance the 

3D relationships between features. Integrating these visually 

rich models with descriptive data and providing easy access 

The imported mesh is aligned with surveyed reference targets (green 
points and red bottle caps), and its alignment with surrounding features is 
checked.

Mesh data can be viewed in combination with surveyed features. The 
skeleton, modeled using photogrammetric survey, can be seen with the 
slabs placed over it at the time of burial, modeled from survey data.
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to spatial analysis tools through the GIS supports analysis and 

interpretation after the field project has ended or when working 

in the lab. And, of course, 3D models make for compelling 

visualizations for use in teaching and publication, helping 

students, researchers, and the public explore and understand the 

archaeology.

Detailed workflows for bringing mesh data into ArcGIS can be 

found at the CAST GeoMetaVerse (gmv.cast.uark.edu).

More information about the Gabii Project can be found at 

sitemaker.umich.edu/gabiiproject/home. The Gabii Project is 

supported by a grant from the US National Endowment for the 

Humanities.
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Metadata, like the model number and stratigraphic unit number, can be 
stored in related point and polygon feature classes.

http://gmv.cast.uark.edu/
http://sitemaker.umich.edu/gabiiproject/home
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3D Data Gives Toulon Provence 
Méditerranée a New Perspective

Highlights

•	 The metropolis needed to better integrate 3D data to benefit 

stakeholders.

•	 A solution implemented in ArcGIS enables integration and 

management of 3D data in multiple formats.

•	 Users can easily access dynamic, interoperable, and reactive 

data.

The community of cities known as Toulon Provence Méditerranée 

(TPM) is a large metropolis comprising 10 different municipalities 

around the city of Toulon, located in the Var and the Provence-

Alpes-Côte d'Azur in the southeast of France on the Riviera. 

Founded in 2002, this is the ninth-largest urban center in 

France (with respect to its population of 560,000 and number of 

companies—27,000). This is an area with a growing population 

and a strong economic and cultural life, particularly around its 

harbor, one of the largest in Europe, which has long shaped its 

history and its maritime and military vocation.

As in numerous other territories, the governance of TPM is 

responding to two new expectations. First, the demand for public 

communication and territorial marketing keeps growing. Second, 

3D urban modeling continues to arouse interest among new 

stakeholders (such as town planners, architects, and the news 

media). This has caused GIS departments to rethink some of their 

practices to optimize available data and build tools enabling 

them to better understand their territories.

This strategy was crucial for the head of GIS for TPM, Arnaud 

Demellier, graduate of the French National School of Geographic 

A view of 3D buildings for Porte d'Italie in Toulon, exported by RCP and 
ready for analysis in ArcGIS.
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Sciences. Due to his varied career, which includes positions as 

department manager of an IT company, manager of a regional 

agency at the French National Geographic Institute, and manager 

of a bank agency, he understood straightaway the significance 

of the adaptability of 3D and the requirement of making the 

data available within end-user departments. He was convinced 

that there was a developing interest in 3D to support decision 

making on large-scale urban development projects. Further, he 

was convinced that the time had come to face this need to better 

integrate 3D data into its existing ArcGIS platform and thereby 

more easily manage and distribute the benefits of 3D to other 

stakeholders and to the public.

Meeting the Challenge

To meet this challenge, TPM purchased numerous high-

resolution digital datasets, for example, a high-resolution digital 

orthophotography dataset, an enriched digital terrain model, 

and a topographic and altimetric database, among others. In 

addition, TPM sought a software solution that could integrate 

with its ArcGIS to manage 3D as easily as a 2D database. Arnaud 

Demellier knew that this solution would need to enable the 

importing of its internal and external datasets and manage, 

structure, exchange, and use raw 3D data without the need for 

additional resources (3D specialists, etc.), the purpose being 

to remain autonomous and operational in real time and in a 

simple way in the face of various demands from the business 

departments.

Following a careful search of technologies, TPM found the 

missing link to its 3D chain and enlisted the aid of Esri Partner 

VirtuelCity of Montbéliard, France. VirtuelCity had developed 

an ArcGIS plug-in named RCP that enables integration and 

management of the different formats of 3D data (multipatch, FBX 

from Revit, DAE, KMZ, CityGML, etc.). This solution allows data 

administrators to visualize 3D data in a high-definition 3D viewer.

Up and Running

Now, TPM's RCP solution creates new processing chains of data—

importing different structures of three-dimensional objects 

coming from diverse data suppliers and producers. This solution 

also enables it to better manage the data exports at different 

levels of modeling (terrain, buildings, texturing, etc.).

RCP, integrated with ArcGIS, has allowed TPM to keep working 

in an environment known and mastered by its GIS department. 

This provides the opportunity to use the analysis tools of ArcGIS 

on the data integrated by RCP and then manage the 3D data 

(multipatch and polygons) in ArcGIS after importing to RCP. The 

training and knowledge transfer guarantee an ease of execution.
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Data is dynamic, interoperable, and reactive. Everything can be 

changed, added, or deleted in the ongoing projects; indeed, 

RCP allows managing a 3D database in the same way as 2D, 

expanding possibilities to produce 3D models about projects in 

any format, extracting from them movies for promotion and real-

time 3D web and desktop publishing. It provides a simple and 

relevant solution to make the management of 3D accessible to 

anyone and transform GIS into 3D GIS.

(This article originally appeared in the Fall 2011 issue of ArcNews.)
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A 3D GIS Solution for Campus 
Master Planning

Highlights

•	 ArcGIS and ArcGIS 3D Analyst create a seamless 3D 

geodatabase of the university campus.

•	 The 3D solution includes identification with source site plans 

and as-built drawings available by hyperlink.

•	 An Esri terrain dataset is used for terrain management.

The University of Rochester (U of R) is a major research university 

located in Rochester, New York, with approximately 4,600 

undergraduate and 3,900 graduate full-time equivalents. The 

university, along with its affiliated medical center, Strong 

Memorial Hospital, is the largest employer in the Greater 

Rochester area and the sixth largest employer in New York State.

Founded in 1850, the university and its medical center have 

grown dramatically in size. Today, the university continues to 

expand at a rapid pace, with officials planning to expand at 

approximately 1,000,000 square feet every decade.

Rapid expansion has led to a complex and often difficult-to-

manage matrix of utilities located throughout the university 

campus. The university has responsibility for domestic water, 

chilled water, hot water, steam, condensate return, fiber-optic, 

telephone, natural gas, storm sewer, sanitary sewer, electric 

distribution, street lighting systems, and medical gases inside 

the hospital and research complex. None of these utilities follow 

a traditional right-of-way layout—systems often crisscross each 

other to form what looks like a complicated underground spider's 

web. This web of utilities complicates new installations and 

repairs. Utility excavations are a constant concern.

Since the university includes a medical campus, it is imperative 

that utility systems function at all times.

To better understand and organize its utility infrastructure, the 

U of R hired Bergmann Associates, an Esri Partner in Rochester, 

New York, to develop a solution using ArcGIS Desktop and 

ArcGIS 3D Analyst. Initial work for the university included 

georeferencing hundreds of existing utility plans and as-built 

drawings and converting them into file geodatabase feature 

classes.
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The utilities are in the process of being represented as seamless 

layers for each system instead of isolated drawings containing 

multiple systems. This will greatly simplify the internal "call-

before-you-dig" process. Instead of sorting through thousands of 

drawings and trying to mentally edgematch them, employees at 

Central Utilities will have access to a 3D model of the university 

with utility systems completely mapped. This solution should 

enable the university to significantly recoup the previous 

investment from its library of utility drawings and surveys.

Campus Master Planning

Following the launch of its successful new solution for 

infrastructure development management and the successful 

development of the utility GIS layers, the university realized that 

these new solutions could potentially enable comprehensive 

campus master planning and enhance decision making, 

promotions, and fund-raising; furthermore, it recognized that 

these news solutions could be used in conjunction with the 

20-year master plan prepared by Ayers Saint Gross, a Baltimore, 

Maryland-based architectural firm specializing in academic 

campus planning and design and adopted by the University 

Trustees in October 2009. The plan envisions major expansion 

of the health care, research, and academic enterprise to include 

realigning roads and improving expressway access.

To address these needs, Bergmann Associates provided 

Integrated Design and Management (IDM), a business solution 

that could accomplish all goals by providing a single, managed 

3D GIS virtual campus database.

The U of R IDM Virtual Campus has three main components:

•	 An enhanced lidar terrain dataset

•	 High-resolution aerial photography

•	 High-detail, high-resolution structure models

Using ArcGIS 3D Analyst ArcGlobe software, hundreds of existing utility 
plans and as-built drawings were georeferenced and converted into file 
geodatabase feature classes in a seamless layer for each system, greatly 
simplifying the internal "call-before-you-dig" process. (Aerial imagery from 
Pictometry International.)
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For terrain management, Bergmann utilized an Esri terrain 

dataset. The dataset was built as a hybrid model, using smoothed 

lidar mass points enhanced with surveyed elevations and 

breaklines. This allows the capture of abrupt elevation changes 

(such as retaining walls) in a vector format. It also allowed 

the university to capitalize on its previous survey experience; 

Bergmann used publicly available lidar and captured survey 

elevations from previous as-built drawings. The terrain was built 

with no additional survey or lidar expenditures.

The use of existing survey data allowed Bergmann to correctly 

model elevation changes (such as loading docks) around the 

foundation of a structure, providing a high level of site-specific 

detail that remote mass-collection technologies cannot match.

Draped over the terrain is ultra-high-resolution 4-second/

pixel orthoimagery from Esri Partner Pictometry International 

Corporation of Rochester, New York. The resolution of this 

orthophotography is high enough that manholes, access points, 

catch basins, striping, and other assets are clearly visible—giving 

Bergmann and the university a high degree of confidence in 

mapping and digitizing. Additionally, the photography serves as 

an ideal base for the IDM Virtual Campus, visually anchoring the 

university's building models.

As an architecture and engineering firm, Bergmann Associates 

has a high level of in-house 3D modeling experience. Industry-

leading 3D models and photorealistic renderings are commonly 

part of its deliverables for architectural or land development 

projects. Bergmann put that expertise to good use, building 

extremely detailed structure models for the campus.

Features are stored as a textured multipatch feature class. The 

high-resolution, photorealistic 3D environment allows planners at 

the university to see how a proposed building will interact with 

the existing environment before it is built, ensuring that the size, 

scale, and style of a proposed building are harmonious with the 

existing built environment.

The goal of the university is to enable the user to easily view all 

available floor plans for a structure by identifying it in ArcGIS 

3D Analyst and choosing a hyperlink to the appropriate plan. 

Additionally, the source site plans and as-built drawings for the 

utility system would be available via embedded hyperlinks.

On the Horizon

The entire campus master plan is being integrated into the 3D 

model as a time-enabled 3D feature class. The user will have 

a time slider that will move the model forward through time, 

showing the plan phasing—building demolition and construction, 

roadway realignments, growth of landscaping, etc. This is an 

extremely powerful visualization and planning tool, remarkably 

effective at presenting complicated three-dimensional and time-

phased information.
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The University of Rochester has made a major investment in Esri 

3D GIS technology and has begun to build a 3D virtual campus 

that not only models the existing built environment but also 

looks into the future. It has given the university the capability to 

centralize campus maps, plans, and planning content. Further, 

it has the ability to reduce information silos and improve data 

access for future development planning and review. Using Esri 

software as the foundation for a 3D campus master-planning tool, 

Bergmann Associates and the University of Rochester are helping 

pioneer the use of 3D GIS-based solutions for campus planning.

(This article originally appeared in the Summer 2011 issue of ArcNews Online.)
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